This special section critically examines the paradigms and values that undergird the everexpanding field of global health. The richly textured ethnographic think pieces presented here tackle problems of evidence and efficacy as complex forms of ethical and theoretical engagement in contexts of neoliberalism, war, technological innovation, inequality, and structural violence. These works seek to contribute to a people-centered and politically relevant social theory for the twenty-first century.
ethnography and theory at the center of an alternative critical perspective both in and of global health. 1 So, what do we mean by 'critical global health'?
Geographically distant places are sutured together by the larger structures of science, finance, and policy that claim the mantle of global health, and come to resemble each other when viewed through the lens of evidence. Yet, as articulated in these Think Pieces, 'critical global health' displaces our attention from the standard geographic markers and objectivity strategies of global health, and returns us to questions about people, the politics of truth and accountability, and critical social theory. It begins from the idea that ethnographic methods can highlight the conceptual and practical conundrums arising from contested notions of evidence and efficacy. The 'global' of global health must thus be interrogated as both a political accomplishment and a means of producing other kinds of evidence.
Evidence making is, after all, not only the domain of global experts, but an ethical and political proposition that knowledge can come in many forms and be distinctively mobilized. It is a process available to myriad actors as they navigate contemporary medical, humanitarian, and governmental regimes in search of rights and resources. Experiences, often unpredictable, of the social, political, and medical effects of interventions also give rise to new claims of efficacy, new regimes of truth and falsity, and new political and epistemological engagements with outcomes that matter to people. These cumulative experiences form alternative, practice-based forms of evidence that can challenge orthodoxies and perceptual deficits of all kinds and are, in our view, the very fabric of alternative theorizing in global health and beyond.
The richly textured ethnographic think pieces presented in this special section also tackle problems of evidence and efficacy as complex forms of ethical and theoretical engagement in contexts of neoliberalism, war, technological innovation, inequality, and structural violence. Without stealing their thunder, we orient readers toward the following points of interrogation in the essays: What institutional forms of evidence must be produced to make disabled US veterans into war heroes, and what are the ethical risks involved in doing so? How do randomized controlled trials undermine our ability to do efficacious global health work, while linking our ethical commitments to neoliberal financial reforms that promise their own forms of efficacy?
These questions are critically addressed and at least provisionally worked out in the essays that follow. These pieces are exemplars of critical global health in action, persuading us not only that evidence is not a given in the world of health today but neither are efficacy or mainstream understandings of the biosocial and the political. They remind us that knowing how evidence and efficacy work together is a matter of local and specific engagements, even when these engagements are entangled with global practices. This set of concerns is raised in the final essay that serves as a coda, asking again not only 'What is critical global health responding to?' but also 'Where do these insightful essays suggest we go from here?' 
